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CRAFTS by brittany taylor

SWEETEN UP
YOUR SPACE
Say “be mine” to these too cute DIY crafts,
and fall in love with your room all over again.

POMPOM BLANKET
A cinchy craft that’ll look fab and keep you
warm? Now that’s an idea we can cozy up to.

*

Love these how-tos? Grab more darin’
DIYs from queen of quirk Beci Orpin. Her
latest book Home: 25 Amazing Projects
for Your Home hits stores March 4.

MATERIALS • Blanket (a simple fleece one is easiest—and least expensive) • Pins • Woolen yarn •
Plastic yarn needle • Pompoms (buy at a craft store
or make your own—find directions at girlslife.com/iti)
HOW TO MAKE IT
Spread out your blanket and mark the designs you
want to stitch using the pins (try Xs or a trio of pompoms on the corners, like in the photo). Then, get
sewing. Use the woolen yarn to bring your designs
to life and securely attach the pompoms by sewing
through the center of the pompom and then back
through the blanket.

BRAIDED RAG RUG
Old school floor toppers add
color and a touch of whimsy.
MATERIALS • Fabric cut into strips 4
inches wide and 3 yards long (for the
size of the rug pictured, you’ll need
about 11 yards total) • Needle and
thread • Bulldog clip (find one at an
office supply store) • Pins

STYLIN’ STORAGE JARS
Rogue hair clips, your lip balm collection and a
host of assorted doodads find a home—finally!
MATERIALS • Variety of glass jars (new or recycled)
• Glass and porcelain markers • Acrylic paint and
brushes or paint pens • Patterned washi tape in
assorted colors • Circle stickers
HOW TO MAKE IT
Paint patterns using the glass markers: Try stripes,
dots, stars, geometric shapes, zigzags and wiggly
lines. You could even make a polka-dot pattern
using the stickers or stripes with the washi tape.
Don’t forget about the lid—paint, cut the washi
tape into shapes, anything goes!

HOW TO MAKE IT
1. Take three strips of fabric and sew
together at one end. Place the
sewn ends of fabric in a bulldog clip
and hang clip on a nail or hook.
Braid the three strips together.

2. When you start to run out of fabric to braid, sew a new fabric strip
to the end of each of the first ones
(keep the same or mix for a funky
pattern), and continue braiding.
Work until all fabric strips are used
up. Sew a few stitches in the end
of the braid so it doesn’t unravel.
3. To put it together, begin wrapping
the finished braid in a circle, starting in the center and moving out.
Pin together small sections as you
wrap, then sew sections together
on the underside of the rug. Finish
by stitching down the end of the
braid into the previous round.

